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Fill in the correct verb forms 

It’s a quarter  past seven. 

Mrs Snow is making (1-machen9 breakfast in the kitchen. 

 First she takes (2-nehmen) cups from the cupboard and puts (3-stellen) them on the 

table. Then she makes (4-machen) a pot of tea. She can hear (5-hören) Jenny and 

Sally in the bathroom. Sally is cleaning/[brushing] (6-putzen) her teeth and Jenny 

is taking (7-nehmen) a shower. Mrs Snow can also hear (8-hören) her husband:      

he is [just] driving (9-gerade fahren) the car out of the garage.  

 

It’s half past seven. 

Sally and Jenny are sitting (10-sitzen) at the table and [are] having breakfast (11-

frühstücken). Their father comes (12-kommen) from the garage and sits down (13-sich 

setzen), too. He can eat (14-essen) some sandwiches before he must go/drive (15-fahren) 

to work. Mrs Snow is working (16-arbeiten) in the kitchen and [is] making (17-machen) 

some sandwiches for the girls for school. So the girls needn’t eat (18-essen) in the 

school cafeteria at lunchtime. 

 

It’s ten to eight o’clock. 

Sally and Jenny are standing (19-stehen) at the bus stop and [are] waiting (20-warten) 

for the bus. They must go (21-fahren) to school by bus. They can’t walk (22-zuFuß 

gehen) ; it’s too far away. Nick and Debbie often come (23-kommen) to the same bus 

stop, too. They sometimes ride (24-fahren) to school on their bikes. Today they 

are already waiting (25-warten schon) at the bus stop.  

 

It’s twenty-five past eight. 

The bus is late to school today. So the children run (26-rennen) from the bus to 

school and sit down (27-sich setzen) in their classroom.  The teacher is [just] writing 

(28-gerade schreiben) a sentence on the board. The pupils are copying (29-abschreiben) the 

sentence from the board.  
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It’s half past twelve. 

Jenny and Sally are sitting (30-sitzen) in the cafeteria and [are] eating (31-essen) their 

sandwiches. They needn’t stand (32-stehen) in a long line to get their lunch. Ben is 

standing (33-stehen) in the long line and [is] waiting (34-warten) for his school lunch. 

He doesn’t like (35-nicht mögen) sandwiches; so he must stand (37-stehen) and wait (36-

warten) for his lunch. The school lunch ladies fill (37-füllen) the plates and 

hand/give (38-reichen)  them to the pupils in the line. They’re (39-sein) very busy.  
 


